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Reboot in Recovery/Boot Mode - xFast 1.0 Description Reboot in Recovery/Download Mode - xFast (Package Name: com.lotej.bootrecovery) developed by iUtilities and the latest version of Reboot in Recovery/Download Mode - xFast 1.0 has been updated on September 28, 2018. Reboot in Recovery /Download mode
- xFast is in the tool category. You can check out all the apps from the Reboot developer in the Recovery/Download mode - xFast and find 38 alternative apps to reboot in Recovery/Download Mode - xFast on Android. Currently, this app is free. This app can be downloaded on Android 4.0.3 on APKFab or Google Play.
All APK/XAPK files are APKFab.com original and are 100% safe when downloaded quickly. With this app you can easily reboot your rooted Android device into recovery mode. You can also reboot your phone into Fastboot and Download mode. This can be useful for users by breaking smartphone buttons (DOWN key
volume, UP volume key, or power key). Recovery mode is an independent run time environment stored in a separate section in each Android operating system. When you enter Recovery mode, you can easily destroy data/factory, reset your device, destroy the cache section, or update/update the software. Recovery
mode is very useful for fixing a variety of OS problems. The download mode, also known as Odin mode for Samsung devices, allows you to flash official firmware promotions, custom ROMS, and cores. Fastboot is also another system maintenance mode that can be used to re-flash sections on Android-based devices,
which is an alternative to recovery mode for software updates. Requirements: The phone must be ROOTED for the app to work properly. Features - Reboot in Recovery Mode - Reboot to download mode - Reboot in Fastboot- PhoneNote Reboot: This app is tested on some Samsung smartphones, Huawei, Lenovo and
some other MTK/MediaTek smartphones, and it worked perfectly. We hope it works well for your hardened phone or tablet as well. Reboot in Recovery/Boot Mode - xFast 1.0 Update Fixed some bugs. Read more App Info Download APK (3.3 (2.64MB) ★★★★★ Easy Bootloader Easy Recovery with a single tap
★★★★★Fest one button you can restart in the recovery menu, Bootloader menu, Fastboot flash mode or install new ROMs, cores and tools, no need to look for a method of rebooting the recovery or keep the hardware buttons combination. It requires root devices to work, so please don't leave bad reviews if you don't
have a root! - We are not responsible for any negative results of using Revovery Mode or Download Mode, our app will simply restart the device in these modes if you do not know what you are doing without access to these modes! The system warning window allows you to open windows with a system alert shown on
top of all other applications. The Internet allows you to access the Internet. Internet networks. The state of the network allows you to access information about networks. Wake lock allows you to use PowerManager WakeLocks to keep the processor from sleeping or screen from blacking out. Turning off the keyboard
allows you to disable the keyboard. Installing a shortcut allows you to install a shortcut in Launcher. ةميدق تارادصإ   ★★★★★ Easy Recovery Easy Bootloader at the touch of a button ★★★★★In one button you can reboot in the recovery menu, Bootloader menu, Fastboot mode to flash or install new ROMs, kernels and
tools, no need to look for a method to restart the recovery or keep a combination of hardware buttons. Important Notes:- This app use command strings, so it requires rooted devices to work, so please don't leave bad reviews if you don't have a root! - We are not responsible for any negative results of using Revovery
Mode or Download Mode, our app will simply restart the device in these modes if you do not know what you are doing without access to these modes! Fixing BugsUpdate Libsimprove Performance ★★★★★ Easy Recovery Easy Bootloader at the touch of a button ★★★★★Five one button you can reboot in the
recovery menu, bootloader menu, Fastboot flash mode or install new ROMs, cores and tools, no need to look for a recovery reboot method or keep the hardware button combination. Important note: This app use command strings, so it requires rooted devices to work, so please don't leave bad reviews if you don't have a
root! - Choose processes that should be excluded from the reboot/closure! - Schedule of automatic fast reboots (e.g. every day at 4am) - Option of automatic quick restart when unlocking the device (from standby) - Comes with a widget and a direct label to instantly start rebooting The Simulates reboot by
closing/restarting all the basic and custom processes (configurable) and thus freeing up memory. Your phone should be much snappier after using fast Reboot Pro.Fast Reboot Pro now includes the ability to automatically perform a quick restart every time you unlock the device (i.e. when you turn it back out of sleep and
slide to unlock). Thus, your phone will be always be as fast and responsive as possible! Also, you can now schedule a quick reboot, so your phone quickly reboots automatically at a certain time each day (set up by you, for example, 4am when you least likely to use your phone)Want to perform a quick reboot when your



battery drops below 30%, or when you leave work? Download the free Fast Reboot plugin to integrate the app with / Tasker: you don't see the widget in the widget list, please move the app back to the phone's internal memory (Settings, App Settings, Fast Reboot Pro, Move to Phone). This is a restriction of the Android
system which I unfortunately have no control over! Get Tasks Lets You Get Information About Current or Recent Tasks. Rebooting Packages Lets You Allow Application. Kill background processes allow you to complete the background process. Getting the download completed Allows you to get the download completed
notification, which is broadcast after the system finishes downloading. Vibration allows access to the vibrator. Reboot your phone quickly. Download to Recovery and Bootloader at the touch of a button. To use this app, you need root phone access. If you don't know if your phone has root access, you probably don't have
root access. It's easy and easy to reboot your device, turn off your device, or put your device into recovery or download mode. Create shortcuts/widgets on your home screen to download with one click. Click.
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